
ABOUT ME

I've been developing mobile app with Flutter since June 2020. I developed 10+ web applications with Django and
rest api with DRF. Apart from that, I developed a web application in microservice architecture with Java Spring
Boot because I was curious about other technologies. I used the following technologies while developing this
project. PostgreSQL, Docker, Redis, Elasticsearch, MongoDB.
 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Mobile Application Developer 
Netcad [ 26/08/2022 – Current ] 

City: Ankara 
Country: Türkiye 

At Netcad, the mobile application development team develops unique applications such as Netigma Nfield NDU.
In this team, I am developing a mobile application with Flutter. I am also responsible for store installation of apps.

Mobile Application Developer (Flutter) 
Digital Transformation and Software Office at Firat University [ 31/01/2022 – Current ] 

City: Elazığ 
Country: Türkiye 

In the digital transformation and software office, various applications belonging to Fırat University are developed.
Here, I have developed a mobile application that will allow students to see our university's news, announcements,
and events in a single application, and that includes the map of the university. By choosing the student's own
section, I added a special push notification feature to the section. I used the MVVM architecture when developing
the application. If you're wondering about the structure I used in the project, you can check out my projects
section.
Reference : Lecturer Hakan GULER (http://ddyo.firat.edu.tr/en/admin-staffs)

You can find the application I made at this link.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.firat.firatMobile

Mobile Application Developer (Flutter) 
Favrea [ 30/09/2021 – Current ] 

City: Ankara 
Country: Türkiye 

I worked with the team that released applications for both iOS and Android with Flutter. I write 40% of the
application.

Web application developer 
T3 Foundation [ 31/01/2020 – 31/10/2021 ] 

City: Istanbul 
Country: Türkiye 

Azad Erdoğan 
Nationality: Turkish  Date of birth: 19/06/2000   

  

  

 

Phone number: (+90) 5416744984

Email address: azadderdogan@gmail.com  Github: https://github.com/azaderdogan 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/azaderdogan/  Website: https://azaderdogan.github.io/ 

Other: 23000 Elazığ (Türkiye) 

mailto:azadderdogan@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/azaderdogan/
https://azaderdogan.github.io/


Other language(s): 

English 

LISTENING B2  READING B2  WRITING B2  

SPOKEN PRODUCTION A2  SPOKEN INTERACTION A2  

We have developed some web applications using Django and Django Rest Framework. I wrote sites that were
previously written with html css js php with Django to be more useful. I also customized the admin panel for each
of them.

Freelance Mobile Applicaiton Developer (React Native) 
Prodrom ICT Solution [ 26/04/2022 – Current ] 

City: Elazığ 
Country: Türkiye 

In this company, I worked with the team that developed the application of Maltepe Municipality using React
Native.
https://www.linkedin.com/company/prodrom-ict-solutions/

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Software Engineering 
Firat Üniversity [ 18/08/2019 – Current ] 

Address: City center / Elazig, 23000 Elazig (Türkiye) 
Website: firat.edu.tr 

LANGUAGE SKILLS 

Mother tongue(s): Turkish 

DIGITAL SKILLS 

Microsoft Word /  Flutter Framework /  Flutter Dart /  Python, Django, Asyncio /  Mobile development /  Web
Development and Web Design /  Programming (C, Java, Python, OCaml, OpenGL) /  Programming Languages:
Java, C, Kotlin, C#, Javascript /  Docker CLI /  GIT & Github /  Canva and GIMP 

PROJECTS 

Firat Mobile 
[ 31/01/2022 – 14/03/2022 ] 

I used the MVVM architecture when developing the application. I used Mobx as state management and I used
Provider as a helper tool. I added language support and dark theme support to the application. I saved the data I
got from the api in local storage with the Cache manager I wrote myself so that it can be used without an internet
connection. I used Dart Isolate where necessary.

For teaser: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI7Xm2czA0U

Link: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.firat.firatMobile 

Favrea 
[ 09/11/2021 – 31/01/2022 ] 

We used the MVC architecture when developing the application. We used GetX as state management. We added
language support to the application. Soon in stores.

Link: https://favrea.com/ 

http://firat.edu.tr
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.firat.firatMobile
https://favrea.com/


REFERENCES 

Hakan Güler 

Firat Mobile And Prodrom projects

Mail: hakanguler@firat.edu.tr

Ahmet Yapdi 

Favrea 

Mail: favreaproject@gmail.com
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